ABSTRACT Objectives: Familial clustering of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is well established, but the familial risk of COPD has not been determined among adoptees. The aim was to determine whether the familial transmission of COPD is related to disease in biological and/or adoptive parents.
INTRODUCTION
The major cause of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is tobacco smoking, but the pathobiology of COPD involves a complex interaction between several factors, including genetic susceptibility. 1 Family history of COPD is a well-established risk factor for COPD. [1] [2] [3] [4] In Sweden, COPD shows a high familial risk (standardised incidence ratio, SIR) among siblings of 4.65, compared with those without family history. 3 It has been shown that genetic variants resulting in α1-antitrypsin (AAT) deficiency lead to COPD. 5 However, AAT deficiency accounts for only 1-2% of all COPD cases. 6 Thus, other variants in the genome are likely to be associated with COPD traits. Although an increasing number of COPD susceptibility genes have been identified, 1 6-8 much about the genetics of COPD remains to be discovered. 6 A twin study estimated the heritability of COPD to be 55% (36-71%) in women, whereas 25% (8-41%) of the susceptibility to COPD in men was due to family environment, rather than genetic factors. 9 Among Swedish twins, the heritability estimate for COPD was a moderate 40% and only 14% of the genetic influences were shared with smoking, suggesting that
Strengths and limitations of this study
▪ To the best of our knowledge, this is the first nationwide study of adoptees to determine whether the familial transmission of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is related to disease in biological and/or adoptive parents. ▪ The present study designs allowed us to determine whether the familial transmission of COPD among adoptees is related to COPD in biological and/or adoptive parents. ▪ A limitation is the lack of smoking data, though the familial risks were adjusted for socioeconomic factors, which are related to lifestyle factors such as smoking. ▪ This is a register-based study which does not allow us to determine how COPD was diagnosed. ▪ Unknown confounders may lead to overestimation or underestimation of the familial risks.
genetic factors independent of those related to smoking habits play a role in the development of COPD. 10 Among Danish and Swedish twins, the susceptibility to severe COPD, as defined by hospitalisation, was strongly influenced by genetic factors, with 60% heritability. 11 It is difficult to disentangle the contributions of genetic and family environmental factors in family studies of COPD because most children, including dizygotic (DZ) and monozygotic (MZ) twins, grow up in their biological families. [12] [13] [14] The most critical assumption in twin studies is that MZ and DZ twins show similarities because of the sharing of environmental factors, so that the difference in concordance rates between MZ and DZ twins is only a reflection of genetic factors.
14 Another possible avenue for studying whether genetic and family environmental factors have differential influences on the transmission of COPD is a follow-up study of a large sample of adoptees.
14 Studies of adoptees offer a unique opportunity to study the genetic transmission of COPD because adoptees do not grow up in their biological families.
14 Transmission of COPD from biological parents to offspring would therefore be explained by genetic factors or early life factors rather than family environment. In addition, transmission of COPD from adoptive parents to their non-biological offspring would be explained by family environment rather than genetic factors.
The Swedish Multi-Generation Register consists of data on more than nine million individuals born from 1932 onwards and links all adoptees born in Sweden since 1932 to their biological and adoptive parents. 15 16 In previous studies of coronary heart disease, venous thromboembolism, breast cancer, prostate cancer and colorectal cancer in adoptees, it was possible to link Swedish-born adoptees to their biological and adoptive parents. [17] [18] [19] Aims To the best of our knowledge, no previous study of familial transmission of COPD has focused on adoptees. This study used the Swedish Inpatient Register, 20 21 the Swedish Outpatient Care Register, 21 The Swedish Cause of Death Register 21 and the Swedish Multi-Generation Register 15 16 21 and had two primary aims: (1) to examine the risk of COPD in adoptees with at least one biological parent but no adoptive parent affected by COPD and (2) to examine the risk of COPD in adoptees with at least one adoptive parent but no biological parent affected by COPD. Additionally, we examined the familial risk of COPD in offspring with COPD in biological and adoptive parents. The control groups consisted of adoptees without a biological or adoptive parent affected by COPD.
METHODS

Data sources
The data set used in this historic (or retrospective) cohort study was constructed by linking the Total Population Register, the Multi-Generation Register, the Swedish Inpatient Register, the Swedish Outpatient Care Register and the Swedish Cause of Death Register, which were provided by Statistics Sweden and the National Board of Health and Welfare. 15 16 20 21 Information from the various registers in the database is linked at the individual level via the national 10-digit personal identification number assigned to each resident in Sweden during his or her lifetime. 22 Prior to inclusion in the data set, civic registration numbers were replaced by serial numbers to preserve the anonymity of all individuals. Using these linked data, we were able to identify our study population-80 214 Swedish-born adoptees born between 1932 and 2004-and link them to their biological and adoptive parents. [17] [18] [19] The analyses were limited to Swedish-born adoptees because first-generation immigrants cannot be linked to their biological parents if the latter are not registered in Sweden. Data for age at adoption were not available. However, other studies have shown that: (1) most adoptions resulted from unwanted pregnancies in young unmarried women; (2) the children were taken into institutional care by the municipalities shortly after birth; (3) the median age at adoption was 6 months; (4) most children were adopted before the age of 12 months; (5) boys were usually adopted at a later age than girls and (6) children with early signs of disability were often exempted from adoption and cared for in foster care or institutions.
23-25
Definition of biological/adoptive parent history of COPD and outcome variables The history of COPD in biological or adoptive parents was determined by first diagnosis of COPD in the Swedish Inpatient Register any time during the study period , the Swedish Outpatient Care register (2001-2010) and the Swedish Cause of Death Register (1964-2010) for biological or adoptive parents, respectively. Thus, offspring might be diagnosed before biological and/or adoptive parents in order not to misclassify parents who are later diagnosed with COPD. Only main and second diagnoses were considered to ensure high validity. The outcome variable was first diagnosis of COPD during the same time period for adoptees. The 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th revisions of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) were used to identify these cases (see online supplementary table S1). The validity and coverage of the Swedish Inpatient Register is high. 20 21 COPD diagnoses from the Swedish Inpatient Register are misclassified or uncertain in less than 10% of cases. 26 
Explanatory variables
Sex was categorised as male or female. Age at first COPD diagnosis was categorised into 5-year groups. Education level was classified into three categories: completion of compulsory schooling or less (9 years), completion of high school or some theoretical high school (10-12 years) and education after high school (>12 years). Time period was divided into 5-year intervals. Geographic region of residence was divided into large cities (those with a population of >200 000, ie, Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö), Southern Sweden and Northern Sweden.
Statistical analysis
Person-years were calculated for adoptees from the start of the study period (1 January 1964) until first diagnosis of COPD, death, emigration or the end of the study period (31 December 2010). Age-specific SIRs for first diagnosis of COPD during the study period were calculated for the entire study period, and are presented with 95% CIs. 27 Familial risks for adoptees with at least one biological and/or adoptive parent with COPD were calculated by comparison with adoptees whose biological and adoptive parents were not affected by COPD. The familial risks for COPD in adoptees with at least one biological parent with COPD compared with those without a biological parent with COPD was also determined. In a similar way, we also determined the familial risks for COPD in adoptees with at least one adoptive parent with COPD compared with those without an adoptive parent with COPD. This stratification was made in an effort to separate the contribution from COPD in biological and adoptive parents, and the combination of COPD in biological and adoptive parents.
The SIRs for adoptees were calculated as the ratio of observed (O) and expected (E) numbers of COPD cases using the indirect standardisation method:
where O ¼ P o j denotes the total observed number of cases in the study group; E * (expected number) is calculated by applying stratum-specific standard incidence rates (λ * j ) obtained from the reference group to the stratum-specific person-years (n j ) of risk for the study group; o j represents the observed cases that the cohort subjects contribute to the jth stratum; and J represents the strata defined by cross-classification of the different adjustment variables (sex (not sex-specific risks), age group, education level, time period and geographic region of residence). 27 The 95% CIs were calculated assuming a Poisson distribution. 27 
RESULTS
Of the 80 214 adoptees born during 1978 were diagnosed with COPD during the study period (1964-2010; table 1). The overall rate of COPD in adoptees was 85.6/100 000 person-years. The COPD rate was 141.7/100 000 person-years in adoptees with at least one biological parent with COPD, compared with 117.6/ 100 000 person-years in adoptees with an adoptive parent with COPD. The distributions of sex, age at COPD diagnosis, birth year, education level, geographic region of residence and time period for COPD diagnosis are shown in table 1. The mean age of the 1978 adoptees at COPD diagnosis was 55.93±13.46 years (mean±SD; not shown in table 1). The mean age at COPD diagnosis for the 283 adoptees with affected biological parents was 53.21 ±11.05 years, significantly lower ( p<0.001) than the mean age at COPD diagnosis for the 1695 adoptees without affected biological parents (56.38±13.78 years). The mean age at COPD diagnosis for the 231 adoptees with affected adoptive parents was 55.70±12.18 years, which was significantly but only slightly lower ( p=0.030) than the mean age at diagnosis for the 1747 adoptees without affected adoptive parents (55.95±13.63 years).
Familial risks in adoptees with affected biological and adoptive parents In total, 50 men and 71 women had an affected biological parent and an affected adoptive parent (table 2). The familial SIR for adoptees with a biological parent and an adoptive parent with COPD was 1.68 (95% CI 1.39 to 2.00). The familial risk was increased in men (SIR=1.63) and women (SIR=1.71; table 2). Adoptees with at least one biological parent with COPD but no adoptive parent with COPD were more likely to have COPD than adoptees without a biological or an adoptive parent with COPD (SIR=1.98 (95% CI 1.69 to 2.31)). The familial risk was increased in men (SIR=1.67) and women (SIR=2.24; table 2). There was a tendency for higher SIR among women, but the 95% CIs are overlapping. Familial risk of COPD tended to be lower in older individuals (≥60 years) for adoptees with only affected biological parents (table 2) . Adoptees with at least one adoptive parent with COPD but no biological parent with COPD were not at an increased risk of COPD (SIR=1.12 (95% CI 0.92 to 1.35)). Stratified analysis showed no increased risk of COPD for men or women or for any age group in adoptees with only affected adoptive parents.
Additional analysis
The SIRs for COPD in adoptees with at least one biological parent with COPD compared with those without a biological parent with COPD are shown in table 3 according to age. The overall SIR for adoptees with at least one biological parent with COPD was 1.84 (95% CI 1.63 to 2.07), after adjustment for sex, age at first COPD diagnosis, education level, time period and geographic region of residence. Increased familial risk was observed in all age groups (table 3) .
The SIRs for COPD in adoptees with at least one adoptive parent with COPD compared with those without an adoptive parent with COPD are shown in table 4. The overall SIR for adoptees with at least one adoptive parent with COPD was slightly increased (SIR=1.28 (95% CI 1.12 to 1.45)), after adjustment for age at first COPD diagnosis, education level, time period and geographic region of residence (table 4) . This increased risk was driven by the inclusion of 121 cases who also had one biological parent with COPD (tables 2 and 3).
No significant increased risk of COPD was observed for adoptees younger than 50 years of age. The SIR was only slightly increased in the two oldest age groups (table 4) .
Sensitivity analysis
Patients with AAT deficiency (ICD-10 E88.0 and ICD-9 277G) were excluded (see online supplementary table S1). Only three familial cases with AAT deficiency (ie, with a family history of COPD in biological parents) were found (3/283=1.1%). The familial risks of COPD in adoptees with an affected biological parent after exclusion of AAT deficiency were similar to results presented in table 3 (see online supplementary table S2) .
One case of AAT deficiency was found in adoptees with an affected adoptive parent (1/231=0.43%). The familial risks of COPD in adoptees with an affected adoptive parent after exclusion of AAT deficiency were similar to results presented in table 4 (see online supplementary table S2) .
DISCUSSION
This follow-up study of 80 214 Swedish adoptees linked to both their biological and adoptive parents shows that adoptees with at least one biological parent with COPD were more likely to have COPD than adoptees without a biological parent with COPD (tables 2 and 3). These novel findings implicate genetic or early life factors in the familial transmission of COPD. In contrast, the overall risk of COPD in adoptees with at least one adoptive parent with COPD was only increased in adoptees who also had an affected biological parent (tables 2 and 4). The importance of family history in the development of COPD is well established. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Although it is well known that genetic factors contribute to the risk of COPD, 1-11 our finding that genetic or early life factors seem to be more important for the familial transmission of COPD than family environmental factors is novel (tables 2-4). The potential to disentangle the contributions of genetic or early life factors and family environmental factors to the familial transmission of COPD stems from the fact that adoptees do not share the same family environment as their biological parents.
14 This study provides important knowledge for the planning of future studies to explain the missing familial heritability in COPD. Most of the familial inheritance is not related to AAT deficiency. Moreover, the present data have important clinical implications. A biological family history of COPD suggests a genetic susceptibility to COPD and increased sensitivity to the effect of smoking. However, owing to the lack of smoking data in this study, we cannot exclude that not only genetic factors directly involved in the COPD pathophysiology but also genetic factors related to cigarette smoking are involved. Cigarette smoking has both a familial environmental and a genetic cause. 28 It is surprising that the risk was not higher in adoptees with both affected biological and adoptive parents (table 2) . Instead, it seems that most of the effect was driven by COPD in biological but not adoptive parents (tables 2-4). The cause of this is unclear but one explanation might be the limited number of cases related to disease in biological and/or adoptive parents. Another surprising issue is that adoptees with COPD in their adoptive parents (but not biological parents) were not at an increased COPD risk (table 2), given the fact that smoking in the family is a risk factor for COPD (shared environment, passive smoking, shared values and habits, parental guidance, etc). This suggests that smoking in certain individuals is not a sufficient risk factor without a biological inheritance. Strengths and limitations One strength of this study is the use of the validated Swedish Inpatient Register. The Swedish Inpatient Register has high validity and coverage. 20 21 The validity for COPD diagnoses is around 90% according to the Gold criteria. 26 29 Moreover, a previous report has shown that among patients with COPD the following ICD-9 codes that we used are common: 496 for COPD (82%), ICD-9 code 492 for emphysema (23%) and ICD-9 code 491 for chronic bronchitis (31%). In total, 82% of patients with COPD had multiple ICD-9 codes. 30 Another advantage is that the use of the Swedish Inpatient Register eliminated potential recall bias. Recall and selfreport bias are common problems in many case-control studies and other studies of familial transmission of COPD that rely on self-report. Self-report bias is likely to be especially problematic in adoptee studies because many adoptees have no knowledge of the health status of their biological parents. The unique Swedish Total Population Register is highly complete (almost 100%). 15 The use of Swedish personal identification numbers made it possible to track each individual in the different data registers, which eliminated loss to follow-up. 22 An important limitation of this study is the lack of information on individual risk factors for COPD, notably smoking. However, the median age at adoption was 6 months and most children were adopted before the age of 12 months. [23] [24] [25] Thus, familial exposure for smoking should therefore be expected to be more related to smoking in adoptive parents than among biological parents. Moreover, the familial risks were adjusted for socioeconomic factors, which are related to lifestyle factors such as smoking. Non-paternity is another potential source of bias in studies of familial transmission. Adoptee studies may be affected by non-paternity and non-maternity due to hidden adoptions (ie, when a child is never told that he or she was adopted). Our study, however, was not significantly affected by this potential source of bias because all adoptions in Sweden are registered in a nationwide database. In addition, the large number of comparisons is a point worthy of consideration. While some researchers advocate correcting for multiple comparisons, others suggest that this is not necessary in observational studies. 31 Some children may have been adopted by biological relatives. If this was common, an increased risk for COPD in adoptees with affected adoptive parents could be expected, which was not the case. Another limitation is that we had no information about the age at which children were adopted, although it is likely that most adoptions occurred in early childhood. In previous studies, the majority of children were adopted before 12 months of age. [20] [21] [22] Other unknown confounders may also lead to overestimation or underestimation of the familial risks. We do not know the coverage of COPD diagnosis in the present registers. However, as most adoptees were adopted early, one should expect that a higher awareness should be expected in adoptees with affected adoptive parents compared to adoptives with affected biological parents. This is therefore not likely to bias our results to any major degree.
This study included only adoptees born in Sweden. We therefore cannot generalise this study to populations of non-European origin. However, the Swedish population is, for instance, genetically closely related to British and German people. 21 Results from Swedish nationwide family studies such as this study are therefore likely to be valid for many individuals of Caucasian origin in Europe and the USA. 21 
Conclusions
The novel findings of this study implicate genetic or early life factors in the familial transmission of COPD. Family history of COPD signals a potential genetic susceptibility to COPD.
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